This is a trading card game.
That means you build custom decks out of your collection
to battle the way you want! Hundreds of cards to choose
from mean thousands of different ways to play!

There are Two Ways to Win!
1. Reach the Finish Line of 30 Points!
You win when you reach 30 or more points.
2. Exhaust all Rivals. If you are the only player
left with cards in your deck – you win!
Compete in Official Events! Find places
to play and the official tournament rules at

DragonBoosterTCG.com!
How This Game Works
This is a brief intro to the steps in a turn. In a turn all
players play in each step with the leader of the turn going
first in each step.
As you play, you will use two decks of cards: your race deck
and your dragon deck. You draw cards from your race deck at
random into your hand. Your Dragon deck is where you keep
all your crystal draconium cards: dragons, gear and crew.

1. Draw
Each player draws 2 cards from his race deck.

2. Gear Up
Each player must either mag a gear onto his dragon
or recruit a crew from his dragon deck.

3. Main
Now all players gain the energy they need to play maneuvers!
Players also can play events and use powerful effects!

4. Rush
Now you rush and battle to gain the points you need to win!
We will cover the play sequence more in a minute.
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All players share the same turn and every step in the turn.
Each turn has a leader that goes first in each step. Other players
act after the leader in each step in a clockwise direction. After
each turn ends, the leader for the next turn becomes the person
to the left of the last leader.

Starting with the leader,
each player draws 2 cards from
the top of his race deck.
EXAMPLE: It’s Wyldfyr with Kitt Wonn vs Brutarus with
Phistus! Kitt Wonn is the leader for the turn. Kitt Wonn
is the leader for the turn and is behind 21 to 26. It is turn 5.
Kitt Wonn draws 2 cards: Mag Kick and Enraged.
Phistus draws 2 cards: Burst Forward and Head Strong.

This step ends
when the last
player draws
his 2 cards.
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Starting with the leader, each
player chooses 1 card from his
dragon deck to do only 1 of 2
possible choices:
1. Mag a Gear
To mag a gear, search through your dragon deck and select a
gear. Then place it face-up underneath your dragon into one of
its zap caps. The gear will show you how to align it properly to
your dragon’s zap cap. Your dragon gains +1 to the stat that
shows through the zap cap while the gear is magged. If your
gear has a color box, your dragon must match one of the
colors in the color box to mag the gear. Your dragon cannot mag
a gear that has the same title of a gear already magged to it.

2. Recruit a Crew
To recruit a crew, search through your dragon deck for a crew
that has the same team symbol as your dragon, and then play
the crew card into your mag pit face-up. You cannot recruit a
crew that shares the same title as a crew in your mag pit.
If you have no gear to mag, or crew to play, show your
opponent any cards remaining in your dragon deck as proof
that you can’t mag or recruit. After all players try to mag a
gear or recruit a crew, the step ends.
EXAMPLE: It’s Gear
Up. Kitt Wonn takes Red
Thruster Gear from her
dragon deck and mags
it onto Wyldfyr. Phistus
recruits Kudgyl as a crew
from his dragon deck.
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3. Use a “main:” effect on a
face-up card
To use a “Main:” effect on a card, you must discard a
card from your hand to use it. You may use each “Main:” effect
only once a turn.

This is the step where you play
events and maneuvers and use
effects on cards.
First, Everybody Gains Energy
At the start of each Main, each player gains energy
equal to the current turn number. (For Example: On turn #1,
everyone has 1 energy, on turn #4 everyone has 4 energy).
Energy does not carry over to other steps or turns, and
disappears after Main finishes.

Next, Everybody Does Their
Actions for the Turn
After all players gain their energy for the turn, each player
(starting with the leader) does any of the actions below in
any order and as much as he likes until finished. When he
finishes his actions, he tells his rivals he is done. Then the
player to the left does the same. Players do not alternate
actions in this step! Each player does all his actions at once,
and then the next player does all her actions at once.
A player can pass all his Main actions if he wants to.

1. Play a maneuver face-up
onto the track
To play a maneuver card, you must first pay energy equal
to its cost, then use its effect and then put it into the
track face-up.

2. Play an event from your hand
You play an event by showing your rivals the card, using its
effect, and then discarding it. To play an event, the burst
appearing in the upper left corner of the event must be equal
to or less than the matching stat on your dragon. You can play
as many events each turn as you want.
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Ending Main
Main ends after all players have a chance to do their actions.
When Main ends, everyone’s energy resets to 0.
EXAMPLE: It’s the 5th turn, so both Kitt Wonn
and Phistus gain 5 energy.
Kitt Wonn’s Main Actions:
Kitt Wonn puts Mag Kick into the track. Mag Kick costs 4
energy so Kitt Wonn is now at 1 energy. Next, she plays
Enraged into the track which costs 1 energy. Kitt Wonn has
0 energy and doesn’t want to do anything else. Kitt Wonn
tells Phistus she is done.
Phistus’s Main Actions:
Phistus plays the maneuver Head Strong and damages Kitt
Wonn’s Red Thruster Gear by its effect: “If your dragon is
green, damage a rival’s gear that is level 4 or below.” Head
Strong costs 1 energy, so Phistus now has 4 energy. Kitt
Wonn damages Red Thruster Gear by putting it into her
damaged pile. Phistus now plays the maneuver Burst
Forward. It also costs 1 energy – putting him at 3 energy.
Next he plays the event Charge! from his hand and gains a
point from Charge!’s effect. Phistus is at 27 points!
Phistus tells Kitt Wonn he is done.

The main step ends

•The winner of a battle takes his rushing card and moves it back
into the track. The loser discards his rushing card.
•The winner gains points equal to the difference between the two
sprint values. The points gained cannot be larger than the rushing
cards printed sprint.

Starting Rush
In the first part of Rush, players choose any of their maneuvers in
the track and move them into the zone, starting with the leader.
Once the leader chooses to move his cards into the zone, the
player to the left has a chance to move his cards into the zone.
Players may choose to move all, some, or none of their
maneuvers. After all players have had a chance to move
maneuvers into the zone, players begin starting battles.

Starting Battles
Starting with the leader, a player starts a battle by choosing one
of his cards in the zone to be his "rushing card.” Once a
rushing card has been chosen, all other players choose one of
their cards in the zone to be their rushing card (if possible).
Once all players have chosen rushing cards the battle begins!

Battle
During battle, both players alternate taking actions, beginning
with the player who started the battle. You can do any of the
following as your action during a battle.

1. Play an event.
2. Discard a card from your hand to use
an effect that begins with “Battle:” You
may use each “Battle:” once per turn.
3. Pass.
When all players pass immediately one after another, the battle
resolves. You compare the sprint values to find the outcome of
the battle. There are 2 possible outcomes:

1. There is a winner
• A player wins a battle if his sprint is higher than his
rival’s sprint.
• Any effects that occur “When you win a battle” now happen.
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2. There is a tie
During ties, all players lose the battle and discard their rushing
cards. No player gains points for ties.

General Rules About Battles
• Players must battle if they have 1 or more cards in the zone.
• You cannot start a battle if you do not have a maneuver in the
zone. If it is your rival’s turn to start a battle, but he has no card
in the zone, play skips over him and the next player to the left
gets a chance to start a battle.
• When a player battles without a rushing card, their sprint for
the battle is 0 and no effects can raise or lower that sprint value.
Ending Rush - Rush ends when no player is in a battle, and no
cards are in the zone.
Ending the Turn - When Rush ends, the turn ends. The new
leader is the player to the left of the previous leader.
EXAMPLE: It’s Rush! Kitt Wonn pushes Mag Kick and
Enraged into the zone. Now Phistus puts Head Strong
into the zone! Now it’s time for battles! Kitt Wonn is still
behind 21 to 26.
Wyldfyr’s Effect: “Battle: For this battle, your rushing card
gains +1 sprint each time you play an event.”
Brutarus’s Effect: “Constant: Your maneuvers gain +2
sprint while you have damaged of a rival’s cards that turn.”
Kitt Wonn starts the first battle and chooses Mag Kick as her
rushing card. Phistus chooses Head Strong. Kitt Wonn
currently has a sprint of 10 from Mag Kick. Phistus has a
sprint of 2 from Head Strong. But Brutarus, Phistus’s dragon,
has an effect that boosts Phistus’s sprint by 2. Phistus has 4
sprint to Kitt Wonn’s 10!
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Kitt Wonn’s Action: She plays the event Immense Power!
Her agility is 3 compared to Immense Power’s burst of 1, so
she uses its effect and discards it (the effect lets her search for
a maneuver and put it in her hand). Kitt Wonn’s sprint is now
11 because of Wyldfyr’s effect!
Phistus’s Action: Phistus passes.
Kitt Wonn’s Action: She plays the event Charge! She gains a
point because of Charge! just like Phistus did earlier. Kitt
Wonn is at 22 points! She played another event so her
sprint is now 12.
Phistus’s Action: Phistus passes.
Kitt Wonn’s Action: Kitt Wonn Passes.

The Battle Ends! Kitt Wonn’s sprint is 12 compared to
Phistus’s sprint of 4. Kitt Wonn gains 8 more points! Kitt Wonn
leaves Phistus in the DUST by 30 to 27! Phistus could start a
battle himself except for one detail… HE JUST LOST!

Other Rules
The Golden Rule
The cards in this game overide the rules. Whenever a game
card specifically breaks a rule, the card is always right.

Damaging and Discarding Cards
Effects can damage gear and crew cards during a game. When
you damage a gear or crew, you put it into your damaged pile.
Effects can discard events and maneuvers in a game. When you
discard a card, put it in your discards.
When an effect damages an event or maneuver, it is discarded,
and when an effect discards a crew or gear it is damaged.

Deck Construction
Race Deck – You build your race deck out of maneuvers and
events. Race decks must have exactly 60 cards. You can have up
to 4 copies of any event or maneuver that has the same title.
Dragon Deck - You build your Dragon Deck out of gear, crew
and dragon cards. Your Dragon Deck must have at least 1 Dragon.
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You can have up to 2 copies of any version of a gear, crew, and
dragon card. (A card’s version is found below the title.) Your
dragon deck’s max size is 10 cards and can be face-up or facedown.

In Play
A card is “in play” if it is face-up in the track, zone or mag pit.

EXAMPLE: It’s Main, and you decide to play
the card You’re Next with this effect: “If your dragon is
Beau, your rushing card gains +2 sprint this battle.”
If you have the dragon Beau and play this card during
Main, you don’t gain the +2 sprint in any battle ahead.

Other Ways to Play
Keywords
Many cards in the game have keywords followed by a colon
(like Constant:, Battle: or Main:). These keywords tell you
when you can use certain effects on these cards:

Multi-Player Rules

1) Constant:

1) Affecting Rivals

A “Constant:” effect is active as long as its card is in play.

When you use a card that only affects one rival, you must
choose one of your rivals in the game. That player is the “rival”
for the entire card effect, and the effect excludes other players
unless the text says otherwise.

2) Battle:
Use this during a battle. Each of these effects are limited to one
use a turn. You must discard a card from your hand to use a
“Battle:” effect.

3) Main:
Use this during Main. Each of these effects is limited to
one use a turn. You must discard a card from your hand in
order to use a “Main:” effect.

Negative Points
It is possible to have negative points and stats in the game.

Rivals
A rival is your opponent.

Timing Conflicts
When multiple effects from your cards occur at the same time,
you decide in which order they resolve. If multiple effects happen
between players, the leader’s effects always resolve first, and the
other effects resolve clockwise from one player to another.

A Dragon Booster multi-player game follows the same
rules as a normal game, but with these few minor changes.

2) Battling
When a battle starts, the player who started the battle picks
his rushing card out of his cards in the zone. Then you go around
the table clockwise and each player with a card in the zone picks
one for their rushing card in the battle. This does mean that 3+
players battle at the same time. The choosing of rushing cards
and the first action always starts with the player starting the
battle and goes in a clockwise direction.

3) Point Gain
When you win a battle, you gain points equal to the difference
between your rushing card’s sprint and the highest sprint among
the other rushing cards.
EXAMPLE: Bob, Joe, and Sam are in a battle. Bob wins the
battle with a 14 sprint. Joe had a 12 sprint at the end of the
battle and Sam had a 7 sprint. Bob gains 2 points.

DRAFT RULES
Some Effects on Events Aren’t Used
When You Play Them
If an event has an effect that is used “this battle” or “this Main”
or something similar, you cannot use the effect of the event if you
play it outside of the time described. You can still play it during
other times in the game, you just can’t use the effect at the time.
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Booster Drafting
Each player starts with 4 boosters to use in the draft.
Then, the following occurs:

1) Each player opens his booster pack (1 pack) and puts the crystal
draconium card in the booster pack facedown into his pile of cards.
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2) Each player then chooses a card in that booster pack and puts
it facedown in that same pile.

3) Once the player has chosen a card, he passes his booster pack
to the player on his left (or right if it is the 2nd or 4th opened
booster pack).

4) When cards pass to you, go back to step 2. If not, that booster
pack is finished and you move onto your next booster pack
starting again with step 1.
After everyone drafts all the cards in the boosters, players
build a deck with the cards that they drafted. Any crystal
draconium cards they pulled automatically go into their dragon
deck, although they may choose to not use the dragon that they
pulled. They must put together a 25 card race deck with the
maneuvers/events that they drafted. There is no limit to how
many copies of any card you can have in any deck.

Team Symbol Rule
For Drafts, you get to ignore team symbols and color boxes for
magging gear and recruiting crew.

Dragon Card Rule
If you do not have a Dragon (or choose not to use one) – Each of
your stats starts at 3. At the start of the match, choose a color for
your dragon to be. Putting a gear in your Mag Pit shows that you
are “magging the gear”, and the stat in the corners of the gear is
the stat that gains +1 for “magging the gear”.

SEALED DRAFT
Drafting from Starter Decks is just like drafting from booster
packs, but with these changes.
1) Treat the small pack of crystal draconium cards as a booster
pack. Everyone drafts those cards FIRST. Players must keep the
dragon found in the starter, choose another crystal draconium
card, and then pass the remaining 3 cards. Players get to pull 1
card from the crystal pack until all the crystal draconium cards
are drafted.
2) Each of the 20 card cell-wrap packs in the starters are also
treated as booster packs and are drafted from AFTER the
crystal pack. Players must have a race deck of at least 40 cards
but play as normal.
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Step 1. Draw
All players draw 2 cards starting with the leader.

Step 2. Gear Up
All players either mag a gear or recruit a crew starting with
the leader.

Step 3. Main
All players gain energy equal to the turn number. Afterward, each
player does any of the actions below in any order and as much as
he likes until finished (starting with the leader). Then the player
to the left does the same.
1. Play a maneuver face-up onto the track.
2. Play an event from his hand.
3. Use an effect on a card in play that begins with
“Main:” You must discard a card from your hand
to do this.

Step 4. Rush
Each player chooses 0 or more maneuvers in the track and moves
them into the zone (starting with the leader). After all players do
this, battles begin.

Battle: During battle, players have 3 actions that
they can take:
1. Play an event.
2. Use a “Battle:” effect. You must discard a card from your
hand to do this.
3. Pass.
Battle ends when all players pass one after the other.

Rush ends when there are
no cards in the zone.

